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Sheet 2
Sales Tax Word Problems

S SAt an auction, Taylor’s painting sells for    1,100. If the sales tax is    0.08 on

every dollar, what is the sales tax to be paid?

3)

S

A bookstore has a sale on children’s books today. Mr. Peterson purchases

books worth    176 for his class, and there is a sales tax of 2%. What is the total

amount Mr. Peterson has to pay?

2)

S

A group of photography students pooled their money to buy a drone camera

worth    355. The sales tax rate was 10%. Calculate the total cost of the drone.

4)

S

Father’s Day is drawing near, and Amanda wants to buy Dad a wallet. The

wallet is worth    98, and the sales tax rate is 3%. Calculate the total cost.               

5)

S

Matt rings up a wood bed frame that costs    475. What is the sales tax if the

sales tax rate is 5%?                

1)

catches his imagination. If the service tax rate is 8%, what is the sales tax?                
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Name : Answer Key

Sheet 2Sales Tax Word Problems

S SAt an auction, Taylor’s painting sells for    1,100. If the sales tax is    0.08 on

every dollar, what is the sales tax to be paid?

3)

S

A bookstore has a sale on children’s books today. Mr. Peterson purchases

books worth    176 for his class, and there is a sales tax of 2%. What is the total

amount Mr. Peterson has to pay?

2)

S

A group of photography students pooled their money to buy a drone camera

worth    355. The sales tax rate was 10%. Calculate the total cost of the drone.

4)

S

Father’s Day is drawing near, and Amanda wants to buy Dad a wallet. The

wallet is worth    98, and the sales tax rate is 3%. Calculate the total cost.               

5)

S

Matt rings up a wood bed frame that costs    475. What is the sales tax if the

sales tax rate is 5%?                

1)

S88

S23.75

S390.50

S100.94

S179.52

catches his imagination. If the service tax rate is 8%, what is the sales tax?                
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